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But first, a story



La Terroire: when all is in balance, the outcome is great wine

Water table

Nutrients, minerals etc.

Root system: Physical and nutritional structure

Sun: Energy source

Ground level

Rain

Trunk; healthy structure

Leaves: energy conversion

Grapes: fruitful harvest
Wine: Outcome



Covid



London Bus/Underground demand 
March 2020-April 2021

Source: TfL Bus and Tube Demand 2020-21
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How did that play out for buses in 2020-21?



Source: Wen C (2020) Considerations of Impacts of Covid on Bus Operations, MSc Thesis UCL/Imperial College London
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Buses



Public transport has to serve this demand… 
but what is it for?



Arriving for work at 9am and leaving at 5pm 
creates peak demand



Peak hour supply creates most revenue 
– but also most cost



What have we learnt from Covid 
about demand and supply?



1. The coupling of work and fixed working place 
is broken for many



2. Working times can be chosen effectively 
by employees



3. Working places could be at home 
as well as at the employer’s place –
but could be somewhere else as well



4. Dynamics of in-vehicle ventilation are poor



5. Redesigning the bus on the basis of health 
– including ventilation



6. Ventilation needs air space within the vehicle: 
this will determine capacity



7. There is a desire to work together again 
– but not like it was before



8. There is little (no?) taste for returning 
to peak hour travel conditions



So we need to look at demand behaviour 
(rather than travel behaviour)



The story of the Cheesegrater

• With Covid physical distancing 
requirements, it would take 
about 3 hours for everyone to 
enter the building

• So why is it necessary for the 
transport system to deliver 
everybody there before 9am?



Aspirations



Sociality: the glue that brings society together



3-8m Public 

1.2-3m 
Social

0.4-1.2m 
Personal

Edward Hall (images from Gehl)

< 0.4m 
Intimate

See a person, 
maybe recognise them, 
choose a response

Recognise a person, 
Infer a mood, 
Respond

Know a person, 
Engage in conversation 
Familiar with a person, 
Few admitted into this distance,
Uninvited presence is aggressive

“identify”

“Acknowledge”

“Chat”

“Embrace”



Proxemics – and Hall’s distance 
categories – have influenced urban 
design ever since



Why does it work?



At a distance of 1.2m, a 
person can see three people 
within their Useful Field of View.

1.2m

1.
2m

1.2m



At a distance of 1.2m, a person 
can see about the size of a face 
within their foveal vision.

1.2m

8cm



Everyday needs Health centres

Schools

Lifelong learning

Playgrounds

Green streets/spaces

Sport/Recreation

Community Centres

Sociality

Safe Streets/Spaces

Affordable housing

Ageing in place

Housing diversity

Walkability

Safe cycling

Public Transport

Connectivity

Employment

Daily Shopping

Arts/Performance

Social/Intergenerational mix

How do these 
affect your 

psychology, 
neurology, 

physiology, … 
wellbeing?

1. Community
2. Activities
3. Opportunities
4. Space-Times
5. Infrastructure
6. Movement



How big is a ‘neighbourhood’?



Look at Dunbar numbers …



… they are very small – 150/5



Group decision-making at an appropriate level



Start from these small groups and 
connect towards the size of a city



What does this mean for a bus system?



Fewer people on buses in the peaks 
and more in the off-peaks



Source: Wen C (2020) Considerations of Impacts of Covid on Bus Operations, MSc Thesis UCL/Imperial College London
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Buses with sufficient air space for thermal comfort



Network more polycentric



Strategy



Strategy for the future
1. Collect Aspirations from people at micro level
2. Work on enabling people to achieve their Activities
3. Build these into wider dispersed versions connected by public 

transport
4. … but ‘connections’ might be novel: internet?
5. Create an activity network in space and time that public 

transport supports – integrated with other modes
6. Look at bus design for health of the people, not just capacity
7. Aim for a network balance



La Terroire: when all is in balance, the outcome is great wine

Water table

Nutrients, minerals etc.

Root system: Physical and nutritional structure

Sun: Energy source

Ground level

Rain

Trunk; healthy structure

Leaves: energy conversion

Grapes: fruitful harvest
Wine: Outcome



Energy, health and nutritional inputs

Nourishment.

Public transport system

Energy source

People: Sociality

Climatic environment

Structural environment

Energy conversion

Activities that people do and sustain a thriving society
Societal wellbeing

Public Transport: when all is in balance, the outcome is a strong equitable society



We need to do fundamental research and apply 
it to the way in which people actually live – and 
want to live – in our cities, so that we can 
design our public transport systems accordingly



That is why we have PEARL…
• Person-Environment-Activity 

Research Laboratory
• Enables us to 
• Create life-size multisensorial 

environments 
• Test people at micro level to 

understand the interactions 
between people, their activities 
and the environment
• Understand how to create and 

implement a vital public 
transport strategy for the future



Thanks!

n.tyler@ucl.ac.uk
www.pearl.place


